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Please! We cannot, in good faith, extend 5 years to 25 years! That is a totally irresponsible thing to do! The nuclear
energy project has been a huge bill to the taxpayers! And continues to be! The pollution in the air and water is criminal!
You have had your time. The people can see the real results. We don't have the luxury of ignoring the results of nuclear
power! Our grandchildren are dying more every day because of poor foresight by industry and corporations and
governments!!! This madness has got to stop! The economy is man made. Our lives don't depend on it, only our over
greedy comfort level! We need air to breathe, clean air, we die in minutes without air and we need to clean the air, not
continue to poison it. We need clean water to drink, out bodies are 75% water, poisons are killing our grandchildren,
there's no acceptable limit to ingested poisons. The land, and our grandchildren will have to find ways to deal with the
buried results of nuclear waste and it's insane lifespan. We humans live on a piece of this planet about the size of a
sheet of saran wrap over a basketball and we can't afford any more nuclear irresponsibility. One lunatic is Russia doesn't
mean we need to make the same irrational decisions here! We only borrow this land from our grandchildren and we are
failing them on a monumental scale!!! No extension of nuclear oversight is acceptable!!! Times are changing, priorities
are changing. We've run out of time.
I live across the Bay and was born in NB. I have children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren and I have been fighting
all my life for clean air land and water because that is what really supports our lives and health. If we can't stop
poisoning our host what is the sense of our actions? Money? Power? What good are we really providing for our
families? Do our actions make the world a better place for our grandchildren or are we going to continue to pollute?
Insanity is defined by doing the same things over and over again and expecting different results.
Thank you for your kind consideration of this matter and to NOT EXTEND the time from 5 years to 25 years.
Sandra Fowler
Kentville NS
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